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120 applications received
for police director post
ByKathyKruse
Staff Reporter

N**vsphoto by

IS THIS UNIVERSITY Policeman turning to a life of crime? No, he isn't actually breaking Into an
unsuspecting citizen's car. He came to the aid of a student in distress who had locked her keys
inside.

Implementation procedures concerning the ad hoc police review panel's
recommendations were presented to
the Board of Trustees yesterday in the
report of University President Hollis A.
Moore Jr.
Vice President and Assistant to the
President Richard A. Edwards
delivered the report on Moore's behalf,
because a cold had rendered the
president's voice inaudible.
The report states that last November
administrators initiated a nationwide
search to hire a director of the campus
security and law enforcement unit.
One hundred twenty applications
were received before the deadline,
which indicates "a splendid slate from
which to make a selection," according
to the report.
A screening committee has been
formed to interview prospective administrators during the next two
months.
The report says this committee includes five faculty members and a
representative from each of the
following: Student Government
Association, Graduate Student Senate,
Interfraternity and Panhellenic
Councils, Black Student Union, Student
Affairs Office, Residence Programs
Office, University Police and Personnel
Services.
Kenneth M. Alvares, associate
professor of psychology, will act as
chairman and Gerald Rigby, director of
the criminal justice program will advise committee members, according to
the report.
IT ADDS THAT Charles L. Means,
vice provost for academic services, and
Graduate Student Senate President
Narbeth R. Emmanual will provide
input.
Rigby, Means and Emmanuel also
served on the ad hoc police review
panel.
The report outlines a new program
developed to train part-time student
personnel at the security department.

"This is considered a good faith
beginning in what we intend to be a
fuller student participatory program as
recommended in the (police review
panel i report," Moore's report says.
INSTEAD OF arresting offenders,
the report states that University Police
have referred "appropriate incidents"
to.Standards and Procedures.
Concluding its update on policerelated issues, Moore's report says that
administrators "support the thrust" of
the panel's findings and will enact
changes with caution, but as rapidly as
possible.
Another important issue brought
forth in the report is University compliance with Substitute House Bill 25
(H.B.25).
Described in the report as a
"relatively innocuous law," H.B. 25
requires the separate identification,
filing and codification of "all rules
adopted by a governing board which
affect public employees and the public
generally."
MEETING THE standards set by this
law would burden the University with
enormous costs, according to the
report.
It adds that establishment of a board
to administer "legislative oversight" of

such a project probably would generate
a need for even more rules, which
would, in turn, have to be filed.
In noting that consulting attorney C.
Richard Marsh, Edwards and their
counterparts from universities
statewide have discussed these implications with the administrator of
Ohio Rules Codification, the report says
he seems to be understanding.
However, future financial concerns
paint a bleak picture.
The report called attention to the
irony of public officials demanding that
"excessive paper-pushing" be trimmed
from state and federal programs, when
passage of H.B. 25 suggests only more
of the same.
Pre-enrollment figures for winter
quarter were announced in Moore's
report. 15,388 undergraduates had
registered for classes by Dec. 30, with
the College of Business Administration
leading all other undergraduate
colleges in enrollment.
Also, the report described provisions
for an academic scholarship program
in which University-funded scholarships will supplement Ohio Merit
Scholarships awarded to students on
the basis of achievement and ability.

Inside the News

Rising costs baffle money-conscious trustees
ByKathyKruse
Staff Reporter
"Money, money, money" was a
recurring theme at yesterday's Board
of Trustees meeting.
Money for utilities. Money for
equipment Money for pollution control.
Money for an innovative eduational
program. Money for the library. Money
for summer school.
Although talk was long, funds are
expected to be short when allocations
for the 1978-79 fiscal year budget are
finalized.
AFTER UNTVERSrTY President
Hollis A. Moore Jr. suggested several
areas for consideration in his report,
the finance committee discussed items
within the projected budget
Trustee and committee chairman
Albert E. Dyckes referred to "alarming

changes" which are expected to cause
"unanticipated expenditures" next
year.
Utility costs, primarily electricity,
have risen since the state biannual
appropriations and subsidies budget
was approved last June, according to
Dyckes.
"It looks like we're talking about a
deficit in the second half of the bienium
of$300,00(MO0,0O0," Dyckes said.
TRUSTEE ROBERT C. Savage said
that the University has "drastically cut
consumption levels" for about four
years by monitoring power usage at
University facilities.
Savage said he does not think the
University can conserve more power
than it already does, and called for
more restrictions in individual usage on
campus.

Dr. Michael R. Ferrari, vice
president of resource planning, was
asked to illustrate the direct impact the
expected utilities deficit could have
upon students.
FERRARI SAID that if the entire
cost increase was transferred directly
to students, they could anticipate a fee
hike of about $12-15 a quarter per
student. He said, though, that such a
large increase is unlikely.
Faculty representative David S.
Newman and University Provost
Kenneth W. Rothe requested that the
board consider academic priorities for
the 1978-79 budget.
Equipment deficiencies in laboratory
courses, such as music, art, and
Industrial Education and Technology
are, according to Newman, "getting to
the point where they can just barely
function."

NEWMAN ADDED that the library is
operating on a "bare bones" budget,
and needs to increase expenditures.
Rothe agreed with Newman. "We've
done as much as we can to reallocate
existing funds," he said.
Although the board did not act on
major allocations, it did approve a
$5,010 request for installation of an
"electronic warning device" which
would alert students in case of a
disaster.
A part of the Wood County Disaster
Services warning system, the project
will receive matching funds from the
state. Total cost of purchasing and
installing the device will be $10,020.

SPORTS...The nationally ranked Falcon hockey squad entertains
Ohio State for two games at the Ice House this weekend. Page 6.
FEATURES...Jim Flick looks at this quarter's upcoming
University Theater productions on today's Entertainment page.
Page5.
EDITORIALS...How long can you tread water? Paul I-intern tells
the story of how Ted made it through swimming class. Page 2.

Also, the trustees voted to support a
plan that is scheduled to remove architectural barriers for the handicapped by June 3,1980.

Weather
Hlgh38F(2C)
Low32F(0C)
60 percent chance of preclpation
Snow mixed with rain

Computer equipment is relatively inexpensive

Report advises financial emphasis on computer
Editor's Note: This is the first of a two-part series on the
University's computer system.
ByKristJKehres
A task force formed in November, 1976 to compile a longrange computer planning report determined that the
University does not have enough for nor the proper types of
equipment
Dr. Michael R. Ferrari, vice president of resource planning, instigated the committee to condsider the campus'
needs academically and administratively.
It was recommended that the University maximize the
amount spent on the computer system by purchasing new
equipment.

MOST OF THE University's computing is done at the J.
Preston Levis Regional Computing Center in Perrysburg,
according to Dr. Clifford A. Long chairman of the University
Computing Council.
This arrangement is not very efficient, he said, because the
University does not have total control of the agency, although
it does contribute input.
The report indicates how the University can better use the
regional equipment Ferrari said.
"It doesn't criticize where we are," he said, "but it indicates how we can use what we've got better."
THE REPORT now is being reviewed by University
President Hollis A. Moore Jr. and the Board of Trustees.

"It will be put along side of the library ft needs) for
example," he said. "The library needs resources and so does
the computer system."

THOMAS SUMMED up his tour by saying, "the University
could be worse. Given the amount of money we're spending
on computer service, which isn't a lot for what we're getting,
it's unfortunate."
The regional center is 10 years out of date, he added. Many
such centers, which rent computer equipment are closing
because many firms are buying their own systems.

"I can't help but believe since we have put no money in
recent years into computer enhancement, we simply must to
satisfy computer needs.''

This is because computer hardware seems inexpensive
compared to the cost of paying several employes to operate
the rented machines, Thomas explained.

Another task force member, Richard T. Thomas, associate
professor of computer science, said he worked with computer
manufacturers to determine prices of various models and,
visited other universities to view their computer facilities.

"The time has come for people to view computers as
another resource just like the library," he said. "We're
spending enough money to support student use but not as
effectively."

When the budget for the 1978-79 academic year is compiled,
computer needs will be considered along with those of other
departments, Ferrari explained.

opinion
do pun to others
The American calendar is innundated with days to remember, which
celebrate the anniversary of an event, give credit to worthy occupations
or Individuals, or present the work force with a reason for not working or
for earning triple time.
The Apple Tree Press, in Flint, Mich.. has published "Chase's Calendar
of Annual Events." a comprehensive list of important and not-soImportant observances.
According to the calendar, this is "National Pun Week." (With that in
mind, go back and read the first five words of this editorial.)
A pun isTthe humorous use of words in such a way as to suggest different
meanings or applications, or of words having the same or nearly the
same sound but different meanings." according to Webster's New
Collegiate Dictionary.
Punography, or its written form, scriptease, is an artform that deserves
its place among literary forms. Without the pun, many comedians would
be out of work, professors would not be able to wake their students anu
Reader's Digest would not be able to fill space at the end of its articles.
It seems a shame that National Pun Week almost slipped by unnoticed.
Perhaps a lack of publicity was the result of an absence of a slogan
honoring the pun. Therefore, the News presents a pun-in-check list of
slogan suggestions:
"Do pun to others as you would have them do pun to you."
"Pun for all and all for pun."

"Pun for your life."
"Let the pun shine in."
"Blondes have more pun."
To supplement the slogan campaign, perhaps a cartoon character
could be used to promote the art. We suggest Peter Pun.
This is the week that the pun is raised from the inauspicious position as
the lowest form of humor to one worthy of the most exclusive circle of
Intellectuals.
Promote National Pun Week. Give a pun to someone you love.

nixon not the one
K

When the New York Times published the Gallup Poll of 1977's most
admired men, it surely must have made a mistake.
Ten of the 11 men listed are good choices. The man tied with Pope Paul
VI for ninth place, Richard Nixon, is not.
It is surprising that the American public is fickle enough to proclaim as
admirable a man who, not a full term ago. disgraced the office of the
presidency and the American people. At that time he was despised by
many and. at best, disappointing to all.
If, in just a few years, the public opinion of Richard Nixon can rise so
dramatically that he is listed as one of the most admired men in the
country, is it possible that some day he will gain public permission to
reenter public life, or even pursue elected office?
The answer had better be no. Give him his pardon, but give him no
more.

'judgment is founded on truth...'

paulpourri

how long can you tread water?
Here is a parable specifically for
freshmen who have survived their first
quarter and are beginning another.
(Anyone else who wants to read along is
welcome, too.)
Once upon a time, there was a little
boy, named Ted, who was enrolled in a
swimming course at the local YMCA.
His mother and father thought that was
the best way for him to become a
success.
The swimming course had several
levels, and the little boy had passed
from the beginning, or tadpole, level to
the minnow level. Now he was going to
try to pass into the next level-flying
fish.
But, in order to do that, he had to
swim the width of the pool...underwater.

It seemed as though some of them
just weren't meant to be swimmers.
A COUPLE OF the swimmers didn't
seem to care whether they passed.
(Their parents had just sent them, even
though they really didn't want to go.)

They started to swim across, but they
just gave halfway up, even though they
seemed to have plenty of breath left.
Then it was time for Ted to take his
test. He was nervous, and not very sure
of himself, but he took a deep breath,
ducked under the water and pushed off
from the wall.
He started off quicklv and thought
how easy it seemed. But about halfway,
he felt his lungs tighten up and his long,
even strokes became frantic.
"I'm not going to make it," he
thought, but he kept trying.
Finally, he could tell that he was
almost to the other side, and he gained
enough strength to push a little harder
so that just when he thought he would

burst, his hand touched the side.
HE HAD MADE IT.
Ted still didn't really like to swim
underwater, but he knew he could do it,
and he knew there were times he would
have to do it, but each time, he could
just take a deep breath and swim all the
way, underwater. And because he could
and did, he graduated from his
swimming course.
And his parents were proud of him.
The other side of the pool is ten weeks
away. Take a deep breath and keep at
it. You may get frantic toward the end,
but you did it once, so you can do it
again. Just keep swimming.
Paul Llntern. an average swimmer,
Is editorial editor of the News.

AND HE WASN'T sure he could do it.
He didn't enjoy swimming underwater,
and he hadn't even tried it, much.
But everyone in the class had to do it
in order to pass, and a little boy's got to
do what he's gotta do.
So the freshmen swimmers lined up
at one side of the pool and one-by-one
they tried to swim across the pool.
Some of them made it, some of them
didn't. Some of the boys and girls right
across the pool underwater, as though
being in the water was the most natural
thing for them.
SOME OF THE swimmers struggled
frantically, moving their arms and legs
in chaotic fashion, but somehow they
made it, gasping for air and giving a big
sigh of relief as they grabbed the other
side.
Some of the swimmers tried
desparately, but came up short, surfacing after only a few feet or after
reaching only the halfway point in the
pool. Most of them began crying,
because they so wanted to pass the test,
but no matter how hard they tried, they
couldn't do it.

The HO

'The other side of the pool is 10 weeks away...
just keep swimming.'
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write those wrongs!
::

I
i

The News welcomes reader response to editorial comment as well as opinions
on topics of student interest, in the form of letters to the editor and guest
columns.
All correspondence should be typewritten and triple-spaced. Only those
letters and columns signed and listing the author's address and phone number
for verification will be accepted.
Letters to the editor may not exceed 300 words (30 typed lines). Columns are
not to be more than 60 typed lines.
The News reserves the right to reject letters or portions of letters that are
deemed in bad taste or malicious.
Correspondence may be sent to: Editorial Editor. The BG News, 106
University Hall.
*

quest columnist

university
resolutions
With the coming of the new year
people all over the world made New
Year's resolutions. Even some students
made resolutions, like to study more
often, to pay more attention in lectures,
or maybe to even pay the library fines.
However, of all the people that made
resolutions, on the average only about
.0001 percent of the resolutions are
remembered past the first weekend and

no New Year's resolution has ever been
recorded as being followed through all
year.
Unlike people, the University never
n akes resolutions.
If they were to
moke them, however,here are a few I
would sueqest:
For Parking Services: give less
tickets.
t or Housing Dept: at least try to
match the colors in the dorm rooms or
fire the colorblind room color coordinator. Also buy bunk beds that are the
right size for the springs, chairs that
don't fall apart, and finally to install
heaters that heat.

do you know any wonks?

\
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The bookworm, a frail creature at
best, must now be entered on the list of
endangered species. You see one now
and again, curled up furtively in a dark
corner of the University library,
shielding its poor sensitive eyes from
bright sunlight with an enormous tome
the size of an atlas and as thick as a fat
volume of the Oxford English Dictionary.
The female bookworm, once
carefully nurtured in home libraries in
those antediluvian days before the
liberation of women, has for all practical purposes disappeared from the
face of the earth.
There is a report of a small number of
old ones living in secluded parsonages
in the rural backwaters of New
England (those same waters that bred
forth the redoubtable Emily Dickinson,
though she was rather a glowworm who
made her own books-if they must be
called that-have taken on newfangled
habits, so that they hardly resemble
their ancestors. In other words, there
has been an evolutionary surprise, a
mutation. And the mutants (homo
sapiens was probably a mutant too, if
recent work of anthropologist in Africa
la correct), the new creatures deserve a
new name.
The choice of a name is no small
matter; if we are hasty, proper identification will be Impossible, and, then
too, the creature might be Insulted. You
can tell If a name works if someone
comes to it A negative example or two
will illustrate the point Call a woman a
bitch, a black person a nigger, a
fraternity man a frat-rat, and you can
count on them coming to it The trouble
will be the form their response will

probably assume. In most instances
you can count on a fist; in others, two
fists. But not all such names are slurs in
some sexual, ethnic or social sense.
There are some gentle stereotypes; to
call someone a jock can be com-

plimentary, though it depends on how
you adjust your tone of voice, and if the
situation is a friendly one. And bookworm is a gentle stereoptype, too, like
jock. If you say it in a nasty way, the
bookworm will not jump up and hit you,
but later on, when you are in an
unguarded moment, a seventy-five
pound book will land on your head.
The creatures were born out of an
environment much different than was
the bookworm, who thrived in the
passive and narcotic pleasures of
escape into the words of other writers,
other minds. The new creatures share
their ancestor's love of reading, but
even if there is that element of escape
for the new ones as well as for the old,
the balloon which carries them skyhigh is always tethered to the real
world of ideas and facts for this recent
type of University fauna.

The bookworms, once the balloon got
them up there, nibbled the tether until
they could float free on the winds of
fancy. You can get high on reading too.
The new ones find their excitement in
the interplay of the mind with what they
read, rather than in how far, fast and
high their reading can transport them.
For the bookworm, reading is a happening. For the new ones, an act
BUT THE DIFFERENCE goes
farther than that. The new type of
student seeks to find expression for his
or her own thoughts, and, in the act of
setting out ideas in writing, discovers
the range and limits of the mind, the
inventory and condition of its furniture,
and, sometimes, the fact that the
mortgage payment is overdue. They
are not merely a different sort of
reader, but writers as well. They think,
they inquire, they respect the minds of
other people because they respect their
own. They want, above all, to know.
With that in mind, we struggle for a
new name for our stereotype. Perhaps
we had best reserve the term
glowworm for the likes of Emily, our
great and gifted poet whose mind and
talents are as wonderful and as
delightful as the firefly.
Besides, it wouldn't catch on around
the campus. No one would come to
glowworm, much less to firefly. Calling
someone by that name would make you
look and sound silly. There may be an
easy way out: call the new one a wonk,
which is know spelled backwards.
It makes a kind of sense: the wonk
wants to know.

OF COURSE, the very nature of a
wonk's activities lacks glamor. To
condemn social injustice, an ethnic
minority can make a protest, and the
TV cameras will be there to record the
fact that ethnic slurs will no longer be
tolerated.
TV can pick up, just as well, the
demonstrations of women which
demand that women be respected. And
if 15 fraternity brothers pack
themselves good-naturedly into a
broom closet, TV will be there to show
the world.
Jocks get plenty of publicity.
But the wonk suffers much as the
bookworm suffered On the evening
news you can allow only so much"
footage of someone sitting at a desk
reading and writing. If you are a wonk,
you will suffer this kind of anonymity.
Wonks who do seek the glare of the
cameras will not be real wonks; a real
wonk knows that the life of the mind
will not be televised.
Because wonks have so thoroughly
infiltrated our university community,
and their ranks cut across the older
established sexual, racial and social
lines, it is time for all campus
organizations from the Faculty Senate
to the BSU, from the Greeks to the
Freaks, from Sic Sic to the jocks, all the
join in the celebration and propagation
of wonkdom.
The call must go out and it must be
answered with bumper stickers that
say "Honk If You're a Wonk" and
campaign buttons that say "Wink If
You're a Wonk." We need a honking
winking wonkdom.
Ttan Lally fa a member of the
University English faculty.

For the Maintenance Dept: give the
snow plow drivers a map of the
sidewalks and driving lessons.

pushed car

For the Registrar: give the students
a schedule of courses that is correct
For the Bursar: don't make
promises.

During the last week of fall quarter,
we were attempting (rather unsuccessfully) to dig our car out of lot 6.
Our attempts in undertaking this endeavor were in vain until a young man
named Gary Slaby stoped and offered
his assistance. Shortly thereafter, we
were out of the snow and onto dry
pavement
Gary, wherever you are, we thank
you for your masculine patronage and
moral support. We only hope that
someday we can help another as you
have helped us.

For WFAL: promise to never never
ever at anytime broadcast a false class
closing.
For the Library: change the bell in
the exit areas to Beethoven's Sonata
No. 14, in C sharp minor. (Moonlight
Sonata).
For South Hall: feed the mice on the
treadmill, the elevator is slowing down
again.
For Hollis Moore: stop having only
breakfast with the students and eat
dinner with us sometime to see what we
really eat
For UAO: schedule a Wild CherryBrick concert in the Stadium.
For the BG News: stop publishing
stupid articles like this.
Jim Timmerman
203 ZBT

Jennifer Cross
Ellen Mack
Alpha Delta Pi
Editor's note: Like many
newspapers, the News occasionally
receives letters from patients and
prisoners in state Institutions,
asking that students write to them.
While the News does not publish
such letters, they are available to
students who wish to read them and
correspond with these persons.
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Will teach thesis dissertation skills

Graduate student writing lab planned
By Tom Griesser
Staff Reporter

Plains newspaper hustles new owner
Sam Simpson said he sold a newspaper in President Carter's hometown of Plains, Ga., to
Larry Flynt, owner of Hustler Magazine, yesterday because the year-old weekly was
bankrupting him.
Flynt, who was convicted in Cincinnati on charges of pandering obscenity and faces
charges of distributing pornography in Atlanta, claims to have experienced a religious
conversion with the aid of President Carter's sister.
Purchase price for the Plains Monitor was not disclosed by Howard Spies, vice president
and general counsel for Larry Flynt Publications.
Simpson, publisher of The Monitor, said he contacted Flynt's organization because the
paper had been in financial trouble since he founded it Feb. 17,1977.
"The paper had taken everything out of me in the last year to keep it going, resourcewise
and energywise," said Simpson, who runs a convenience food store in Barnesville, Ga.
He said a friend advised him to contact Flynt, but he emphasized that nobody in the
president's family was in any way involved.
The paper circulates about 5,000 copies weekly, more than half over-the-counter sales to
tourists, but has sold as many as 17,000 copies in one week, Simpson said.
Flynt has said his sex-oriented Hustler magazine will still make money despite his new
religious commitment found with the help of Ruth Carter Stapleton.
and unity as a boon and not as a threat to
us."
Now the visit will give Jenkins, a former
British chancellor of the exchequer, more
of a chance to air his pet plan for bringing
the Europeans closer together and
stabilizing currency exchanges: a pooling
of pounds, marks, francs and others into a
single West European currency.
President Carter can expect some
urgent advice to cut down America's huge
oil imports. Many Europeans are convinced that the billions spent on them are
what make dollars so plentiful and cheap.
Europeans also worry about the growing
tendcency on both sides of the Atlantic to
put up barriers against foreign trade to
protect jobs and business at home. This
week both the United States and the
Common Market decreed minimum import prices designed to keep out foreign
steel, much of it from Japan.
Robert Strauss, the president's trade
representative, goes with him to the
commission. Afterwards Strauss stays on
to talk with key commissioners while the
president visits NATO for the last call of
his trip. The alliance's low, sprawling
headquarters is conveniently located on
the road to Zaventem airport where the
president leaves for Washington.

Hays to campaign again;
may run for state seat
Former Rep. Wayne Hays said
yesterday in St. Clairsville, Ohio, he's
going back on the campaign trail in 1978,
two years after he resigned his seat in
Congress following a sex scandal.
But the 66-year-old politician, who began
his public career in 1939 as mayor of an
Ohio town of 1,200 residents, won't tell
what office he is seeking.
Hays, who resigned from Congress Sept.
1, 1976, said he may run for the Ohio
General Assembly, where he served as
state senator from 1941-2. He said he is also
considering a race for the Belmont County
commissioner's job in his native eastern
Ohio.
"Some people want me to run for county
auditor, but I'm pretty much disinclined to
do that," he said.
Hays is board chairman of the St.
Clairsville Citizens National Bank and
lives with his second wife, Pat, on a 200acre horse and cattle farm near Flushing,
Ohio.
There was increased speculation that
Hays might run for the Ohio House of
Representatives after veteran State Rep.
A.G. Lancione announced yesterday he
will not seek re-election when his term
expires this year.
Lancione, 70, who has served 32 years in
the Ohio legislature, serves the district
that include's Hays home.

Carter, Sadat lead Gallup
Poll's most admired men list

Carter ends foreign tour
with ecomomic conference
President Carter ends his current sevennation tour today with a bow in Brussels to
the group of countries that underpins U.S.
foreign policy - Western Europe.
"The commitment of the American
government and people to the security of
Europe is absolute," he said In Paris.
In Brussels he scheduled 6H hours for
visits to headquarters of the European
Common Market and the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization, along with talks with
King Baudouin and Belgian officials.
He will be the first American president
to visit Berlaymont, the 13-story steel and
glass headquarters of the Eurpean
Commission, which runs the Common
Market. He will confer for nearly 1 M hours
with President Roy Jenkins and the 12
other commissioners in their offices on the
top floor.
The commission speaks for the joint
economic interests of nine countries with a
total population bigger than the United
States, Britain, Ireland, France, West
Germany, Italy, Belgium, Holland,
Denmark and Luxembourg. Three others
have asked to join: Greece, Spain and
Portugal.
"The United States," he promised the
French, "will give its unqualified support
to what you and your partners in the nine
are doing to strengthen European
cooperation-for we see European strength

President Jimmy Carter, Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat and Sen. Hubert
Humphrey of Minnesota rank first, second
and third on the 1977 Gallup Poll list of men
most admired by the American Public.
Named fourth and fifth are Rev. Billy
Graham and former President Gerald
Ford, followed by former Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger and Israeli Prime
Minister Mehahem Begin.
Rounding out the top 10 winners in this
Gallup Poll are Ronald Reagan, former
California governor and GOP presidential
candidate in 1976, Pope Paul VI and former President Richard Nixon (tied for
ninth place) and comedian Bob Hope.
Last Thursday the Gallup Poll reported
that First Lady Rosalynn Carter, former
Israeli Prime Minister Golda Meir, and
singer Anita Bryant top the 1977 list of
women most admired by Americans.
Fourth and fifth highest vote-getters are
Betty Ford and Rep. Barbara Jordan of
Texas.
The findings were based on personal
interviews with a national sample of
adults, 18 and older, interviewed in more
than 300 scientifically elected localities
across the nation from Dec. 9-12,1977.
Survey respondents in these regular
audits are asked to give their choices
without the aid of a name list. This
procedure, while opening the field to all
possible choices, tends to favor those who
are in the news.
Among those receiving a high number of
mentions are Muhammed Ali, Walter
Cronkite, Eric Severeid, John Wayne, and
Andrew Young.

Graduate Student Senate
(GSS) plans to establish a
writing skills workshop this
year for graduate students
according to Ted Forsberg,
GSS vice president.
"Graduate students have a
need for good writing skills
for their theses or dissertations," Forsberg explained. "A program such as
this would benefit graduate
students in general."
Forsberg
said
the

By Cheryl Geschke
Staff Reporter
Finding a solution to
student writing problems
will be one of the main
projects on. Academic
Council's agenda this
quarter, according to
Provost Kenneth W. Rothe.
Roth said a large percentage of students failed
English 111, 112 and 113 last
quarter. Academic Council
again will look for ways to

BOOK CELLER

143 W. Wooster
Jan. 6 & 7, 10 thru 14
Noon - 4:30 p.m.
BIG SAVINGS ON
BOOKS, JOURNALS....

WGBU-FM
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
Announcers needed in Classical,
Rock, Jazz & Folk
Tonight 6:00 P.M.
Rm. 105 South Hall
Bring Class Schedule to Meeting
Experience Preferred
but not necessary

"We want to have a
program that will help
graduate students get a
position in their chosen field
and also to prepare them to
be aware of alternate
choices," he said.
To help graduate students
receive financial grants,
GSS will conduct its annual
Grant Writing Workshop
later this year, Forsberg
said.

EXPERINCED grant
writers will conduct the
workshop,
which will
provide instruction to
graduate students seeking
funding
from
private
foundations or governmental
agencies.
Forsberg said of last
year's workshop: "It was
successful, we drew people
and we learned several
things from it We hope to
improve it this year."
Another concern of GSS is
monitoring the teaching and

course loads assigned to
graduate students.
Forsberg said because
credit hour requirements for
graduate students were
increased this year, it is
Important that academic
departments do not impose
excessive teaching loads.
"We
encourage
all
graduate students with a
problem to first contact their
department and then to
contact GSS," Forsberg
said. "The dean has given us
his assurance that these
loads will be kept in line."

increase writing quality at
the University.
"People are not prepared
and I don't know why,"
Rothe said, "but the problem
is coming up all over".
COUNCIL MEMBERS
made a statement about the
situation last may which
encouraged faculty to give
more writing assignments
and critique them for
students.
"We want to get back to

quality writing," Linda
Hamilton, assistant to the
provost, said. She added that
the University Writing Lab is
available for students who
believe they need help in
some areas of writing.
Charles L. Means, vice
provost for academic services, will present a report
about student development
at Academic Council's first
meeting Wednesday.
HAMILTON said Means is

expected to show how the
program has changed and
how new developments are
meeting student needs.
Council this quarter may
also discuss the freshman
experience and the need for
emphasis
on
general
education, Hamilton said.

Under the proposal
students would enter the
University in the College of
Arts and Sciences with
counseling available to help
uncertain persons decide on
a major, according to
Hamilton. Each college
would determine its own
entrance requirements.

"We're trying to stress
that this is important for a
person in a fast-changing
society." she said.

Discussion of 1978-79
academic calendar also will
be on the council's agenda
this quarter.

Hess awarded NEH grant for book on Vietnam
Hoping to continue his
research on why America
became involved with the
affairs of Vietnam, Gary R.
Hess, chairman of the
University's
history
department, recently has
been notified that he is one of
173 scholars to receive
research grants from the
National Endowment for the
Humanities (NEH).

Researching a book titled,
"American Search for
Stability in Southeast Asia,"
Hess hopes to fill an information gap.
HE IS STUDYING the
years 1940 to 1954, a time
when the U.S. became involved in Vietnam. He explained that since the
Vietnam wars he has had a

desire to trace the origins of
these wars.
"I am arguing that the
policy that did develop was
part of an effort to establish
friendly, democrataic
governments in Asia or
prevent communistic
governments from being
established," Hess said.
American-Asian
affairs
always have been his

principle area of interest, he
said.
"THIS BOOK is not only
for historians," Hess said. "I
hope to help bring an understanding of the mistakes
we made and why. After all.
history is all about learning
from the past so we do not
repeat its mistakes.''
He indicated that his

Study in Germany offered for 1978-79 year
Two University students
will be chosen to study for a
year at a German university
with tuition and fees paid as
part of the 1978-79 German
Exchange Program.
Applications for the
program .conduc»ad hy the
Office of International
Student Programs will be
accepted through Jan. 27.
Preference will be given to
rising juniors. A minimum
grade point average of 3.0 for
the first four quarters at the
University and sufficient
fluency In German are
required..
In addition to the
scholarship, the American

exchange students, who will
begin the program in
October, will receive 500
Deutschmarks during their
10-month stay.
At least two letters of
recommendation from
" faculty
members are

required; one must be from
a tenured faculty member
from the German or Russian
departments appraising the
applicant's fluency in
German.
Also, a grade transcript
and statement explaining the

A special booklet on our
American Economic System
can help you improve your
E.Q.
For your free copy, write
"Economics" Pueblo. Colorado
81009.
ANSWERS: (BJU)J'Zr I

The American
Economic System.

Vfc *aM ditoom im oboJ ».
/

The historian already has
begun his research and the
grant which runs from June
1978 to early 1979 will help
him complete the research.
Hess said he hopes to have
the book well underway by
1979. He will receive a
stipend of between $10,000
and (15,000, he said, but
details have yet to be
finalized.

SALE
ASYLUM

E.Q.

(Economics Quotiant)
Tme Frtt
D □ (I.) Less than four per
cent of the U.S. labor force are
agricultural workers.
□ □ (2.) Today, the US.
ranks third in international
trade.

applicant's request to study
in Germany as it relates to
their career planning should
be submitted.
For further information
contact the Office of
International Programs, 16
Williams Hall, 372-2247.

research for the book will
involve trips to the National
Archives in Washington
D.C., the Franklin Roosevelt
library in Hyde Park, New
York and the Harry Truman
Library in Independence.
Missouri. He also will study
British documents in London.

78 NEW YEARS

TESTVOUR

...ONLY
$4.

44
QUEEN

JACKSON BROWNE

...ONLY

r Nw.-.. i» 1 '"• !.»»'•*.. > »n I

Blll T .tiftlH»«

at the

FORSBERG also said GSS
plans to develop a Job
placement service for
graduate students.
He emphasized that GSS
does not "intend to supersede existing services," such
as the Placement Center, but
■ather "to develop a

program that will better
prepare students to face that
very tough Job market''

Better writing is Academic Council's goal

v

BOOK SALE

workshop would deal with
more advanced skills than
does the University's
Writing Lab and hopefully
would utilize University
resources, although details
have not been finalized.

GREENVIEW APARTMENTS
214 NAPOLEON ROAD
Winter Quarter Leases
ONLY 15 UNITS AVAILABLE
1.2 Bedrooms and efficiencies
furnished, unfurnished
electric, water, trash removal by owner
open 10-6 M, W, F, SAT
1(W T&Th.
Call 352-1195 AND RESERVE YOUR
APARTMENT NOW

KAPPA ALPHA PSI
is sponsoring
Founders Day All-Greek Mixer

BEER BLAST

$7.94
2 RECORD-SET

JON MITCHELL

LINDA ROMSTADT

...PLUS THOUSANDS MORE AT
THESE SAME INCREDIBLE SAVINGS!

OUR GREATEST
SALE EVER!

Friday, January 6
k9:00
9:00 N.E. Commons

OPEN

MON.-SAT.
9 A.M. til 10 P.M.
SUNDAYS
NOON til 9 P.M.
•m^w
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Local Briefs
Camp job interviews
A representative from Camp Joy, a recreation center
near Cincinnati for inner city and middle class children,
will be interviewing students next week for positions as a
counselor-in-training director, unit leaders, arts and
crafts conselors and a camp nurse.
Interested persons will be interviewed 9 u. m -noon Jan.
9 and 10 in 200 South Gym.

'Rocky' rescheduled
A pizza n*v»r had It to good, T«*

Because of a faulty projector, the campus movie
"Rocky" has been moved to 210 Math-Sciences Bldg. The
schedule is as follows with two showings added:
Fri.&Sat 6:00,8:15andl0:30

Fast Free Delivery 352-5166
ilp.. v.,

V '

Minimum '" Frf« Ortvtty - SI 70
nan Illpo in I am Fn » Sal 430pm io2am

Our BU«d«<ICh««MPitta
GanulM Peppeionl
Spicy S.«..f
TindiiMui'iwm.

10 inch
*2 05
45
45

12 inch
12.60
55
55

14 inch
13 40
65
.65

45

55

.65

16 inch
14.20
SO
SO
BO

Sun.
V

lmport.dH.m
45
.55
65
SO
Fr..h Ground U*«l
45
55
65
SO
E.u.Ch....
30
35
.45
.60
E>m Thick Dough
30
.35
45
60
Chopp«d Onion.
30
.35
.45
.60
Green Ollvea
30
.35
.45
.60
Green Pepper.
30
.35
.45
.60
Supreme Plan...'«3.45 14.50 M.75 16 95
Supreme includes Pepperoni. Sausage. Mushrooms. Onions and
Green Peppers

2:00

Pinball tournament
The Games Committee of the Union Activities
Organization is sponsoring a pinball tournament during
Happy Hours today.
The tournament, open to all, will be held 4:30-6 p.m. in
the Buckeye Room, Union. A $1 registration fee will be
charged and participants will have a chance to play four

'fl.

ft

linwhM

Link counseling
Persons interested in voluteering or becoming a
counselor at the Link, an around-the-clock counseling
agency, shoud contact Becky Roller or Debi Harber at 3525387. Persons in northern Wood County can call toll-free at
242-9269 at 242-9269.
Only persons 18 years of age or older are eligible to
assist at the Link.

1.95

Ham Sub
»m. 1.45
Wj- 1.91
Meatball Sub
sm. 1.40
Ig 1 85
Salami Sub
sm. 1.40
Ifl- 185
All above subs come on French Bread with your choice of
Catsup. Mustard, Mayonnaise, or Pizza Sauce.
AmericaiVMozarella Cheese on any Sub - small .10 extra - large
.15 extra.
Garlic Bread (5 allces)
, Soft Drinks (In 16 oz. bottles)

WICI scholarships
Applications are available for a $500 scholarship to an
undergraduate student studying communications at the
University of Toledo, Defiance College or the University,
the scholarship is sponsored by the Toledo professional
chapter of Women in Communication, Inc.
Applicants must have demonstrated an active interest
in the communications field through part-time jobs, work
in professional societies or on campus publications or
broadcast stations.
The deadline to apply for the scholarship is Feb. 1.
Applications can be obtained from Teri Sharp, adviser
to the University chapter of WICI, at 806 Administration
Bldg.

Campus Calendar

Hot Submarine
Sandwiches
,M
am. 1.45. - ■ • • • •
'■ 1«

Italian Sub

(Ham Sltam. Bo.iqn. Mniaia.U Cha.W and S**«l P»pp*r» ,.i Piua SauC.J
Roaal Bee( Sub
am. 1.45

games. Prizes will be awarded to the winners.
For further information, call 372-2343.

45
40

Pepsi. Doctor Pepper and 7 UP.

Campus Calendar is a daily listing of events (meetings,
lectures and entertainment), provided as a service to
readers. Unless otherwise noted, the events are free and open
to the public. To submit a listing, Campus Calendar forms are
available at the News office, 106 University Hall, 372 2003.
There is no charge for submitting listings.

Hall; 10 p.m., Darrow, B p.m. Dunbar, 6:30 p.m., Harmon.
Check desks for exact location.
Entertainment
Duplicate bridge match 1:30 p.m., Ohio Suite, Union Open to
all experienced bridge players
MONDAY

SUNDAY
MEETINGS

MEETINGS
Women's Intercollegiate golf team 4 p.m., 210E South Gym
All women golfers are invited to attend.
Resident Adviser informational sessions 7 p.m., Conklin

Resident Adviser informational meeting- 10 p.m., Compton
Hall; 7 p.m., Kohl, 7 p.m. McDonald East; 8:30p.m., Mooney.
Check desk for exact location.

Classifieds
LOS. « FOUND
Predominately black Siamese
kitten found. 6 8wks„ Female.
Near 3rd & Elm. 352 3656.
SERVICES OFFERED

YOUR T-D CARD
IS READY
Apply for your
Student Toll Dialing Card
now!
There is still time to apply for your Student
Toll-Dialing Card. With it you can dial long
distance calls from any dormitory phoneand save money. Remember, toll calls
from coin phones cost more.

Our new billing system makes toll calling
more convenient. Stop by our Stadium
Plaza Shopping Center location to see about
getting your handy T-D Card.
Your
Validation Card will be required.

Applications
for
Resident
Advisors are now available at
information sessions within all
residence halls. Contact Fact
line, the Office of Residence
Life, or your residence hall
main desk lor times 6. places.
PERSONALS
Congratulations Kim Palermo
on your candle passing.
You're engaged! Love, Your
Sisters.
__
Congratulations to Sandy
Davies for Who's Who & ODK.
Thanks for a great |ob as
president too!
Love, your
Gamma Phi Sisters.
What better way to start off the
new year than with a candle
passing
by
McGuilts?
Congratulations Pam & Bill on
your Alpha Delt Sigma Chi
lavaliering. Best wishes from
the sisters of Alpha Delta PI.
Congratulations Jim Whalen
on being selected to serve on
ACGFA & on your Induction to
Omicron Delta Kappa, your
SAE Brothers.
AX Pledges congratulate
Laurie & Keith on their AX. Sig
Ep Lavalier.
Congrats on your engagement
Chris & Mike. Best wishes on
Sept 16 Love, AX Pledges.
Congrats Lynn & Steve on your
AX Delt Pinning. Love. AX
Pledges.

The 315
Hews

Welcome back Alpha Phi's!
Hope all of you had a happy
holiday & are psyched for this
quarter' Love. The Alpha Phi
Pledges.

includ. util. Close to campus.
Wntr. & Spg. qtrs. 352 2430

Alpha Phi Sisters:
Hope
you're as anxious as we are for
this quarter 'cos WE WANT
TO BE ACTIVE!!!!! Love,
the? Pledges

HELPWANTED
Circulation manager needed
immediately. No experience
necessary
Must have car.
Apply 106 University Hall.

DIRTY
CITY SOUND
Throwing a party this quarter?
Phone 3522494 Maury &

PONDEROSA STEAKHOUSE
now accepting applications for
pt. time positions. Apply In
person between 2-5 pm. 1544 E.

compare pr ices on tunes.
Jewelry Box welcomes all
their friends back. We've got
hoop earrings, blrthstone
necklaces & lots of new items.
325 E. Wooster.
Sig Ep Goldenhearts: Your
Sig Ep brothers are psyched
for the "New Year's Eve"
Party Tonight. Get ready for a
great time. SPE.
Dates now available for all
your party needs.
Sound
Systems, T shirts, P. *ty
Rooms, Bar Services Cam ,JS
Enterprises, 352 9310.
WANTED
1 M. rmmte. for winter &
spring qutrs.
$80 per qtr.
includ. util. 372 5964.
1 F. rmmte. Spring qutr. 352
3058.
1 F. rmmte. needed immed.
Piedmont Apts. 352-8981.
1 rmmte. needed for Wtr. and
or Sprg. 352-6142.
M. rmmte. needed now. "
Haven House. 353 7965.
F. rmmte. $90 per mo. not

Wooster.

Our research papers are to d tor
research purpotes only

ABORTION
$150.00
TOLL FREE
9 am.-10 p.m.

1-800-438-8113

.FOR RENT
Apt. for su' '^ase, winter fi>
spring qtrs., can Greg, 243 1948
or Steve, 3520886. Available
now.
i F. to sub lease upstairs of
house. Spring Qtr. Call 352
6882.
Newly remodeled 1 bedrm.
turn. apt. 616 N. Main, BG.
$140.00 1878 7437.
Effec. apt. for sublet immed.
occupancy.
$160 per mo.
Through Sept. 352 4291.

Deadline Jan. 12, 1978.

Must Have Car.

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE. INC
11322 IDAHO AVE * 206
LOS ANGELES. CALir 90025
(2131 477 8*74

Go to work car
1970
Plymouth Satelite. Call 352
7940.

call Becky Roller at 352-5387.

tan

GERERAL TELEPHO RE

Accepted job in Europe. Must
sell
1974
Catalina
Immediately. Best offer. Call
352 3294 ask for B Koller.
Complete Aquarium setup. 10
gal.. 18 gal. & 20 gal. tank. 3526400

are 18 yrs. of age or older,

Apply at 106
University Hall.

Thousands ol Topics

'qhtFOR SALE

Wood County's People Helpers
needs Volunteers of all backgrounds
to becore Counselors.
If you care about people and

BG News

Send for your up-io<djic. 160
page, mail order catalog Ftclovr?
$100 to cover potMoe and
handling

n

THE LINK

Circulation
Manager
Needed For The

RESEARCH

' '

This quarter, resolve to help
someone who needs your care
& understanding. There are
many opportunities In Bowling
Green for volunteer work.
Perrysburg Heights tutoring.
Wood Lane Recreation & the
Gerontology Senior Citizen
programs are only 3 of the
possibilities.
For more Information* contact:
Jan
Mowry at 352 7534 & come to
the Organization Meeting
Wednesday, Jan. 11, 6:30 pm at
the U.C.F. Center, Ridge St. at
Thurstln.
"TENNIS
PROS
AND
ASSISTANT PROS • Seasonal
and year round clubs; good
playing
and
teaching
background. Call (301) 654
3770, or send 2 complete
resumes and 2 pictures to:
Col. R. Reade, W.T.S., 8401
Connecticut Avenue,
Suite
1011, Chevy Chase, MD. 20015"
Pt. time evenings fl. nights.
Knickerbocker. 352 5335.
^me people say its the worst

18 8 8 8 8 81181811111II11II»I

No Experience
Necessary.
PLEASE NOTE: Do not accept "Collect" calls on your dormitory telephone
this practice is prohibited by your University.

1 F. rmmte. $85 per mo. close
to campus or 1 F. rmmte., $75
per mo. 352 6209.

jobinBG. That's why we have
to guarantee $4.00 per hour.
($3.00 per hour plus commission 8< tips).
If you're
money motivated & don't mind
the hassle of snowy weather &
wet feet, stop in at Domino's
Pizza for a driver's application
today. If you can work nights
& weekends, have your own
car & insurance, are 18 yrs.
old, don't mind meals on the
run - we want to talk to you.
Come in 6. talk to John or Greg
at Domino's Pizza, 1616 E.
Wooster, from 4-JO to'mrtl'>tK

till 1,1,1.11 lllllllill IJUJ

^^^^^^^^^^^W^^ffl^^WWVWWWWM^^nff

PORTA TUNE
NEED A TUNE UP
OR MINOR REPAIR?
We'll service your car by
appointment-in your driveway
or on campus.
No more, waiting in smelly
garages. No more cutting classes.
Day or night for appointments
call 832-3763
Reasonable prices.
All worn or defective parts are
returned for your inspection.
^AMAAMAAAAAAMA/VNAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMAAAAMVVVVVVVVVVVVVV '
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Weekend

Stage productions offer variety

By Marc Holland
Entertainment Editor
How many of you have visited Howard Johnson's Shady
Lady Saloon? Not many, I suspect
Despite its exotic, alluring name, the Shady Lady hasn't
been known, in recent years at least, as a particularly
lively night spot-certainly not the sort of place that draws
student patrons.
Well, the times they are a-changin'!
PIANIST MICHAEL PESLKIS, after a six month
engagement at the Alpine Village in downtown Bowling
Green, is moving himself and his act down Wooster Street
to that very saloon. It should be a much livelier place soon.
I last saw Peslikis perform on New Year's Eve at the
Alpine Village. For this special holiday and (for Peslikis
farewell performance, Carl Hakes on bass guitar and
Mike Kenyon on drums joined the party. So did several
dozen patrons with a variety of noise-making devices, of
THE TRIO played every kind of music imaginablecontemporary rock and pop tunes, adventurous Jazz
excursions, dance tunes ranging from waltzes to polkas
and rock to the hokey-pokey, and, of course, standaids
such as "Auld Lang Syne"-and played it with a verve
and enthusiasm evident even above the din of New Year's
partying.
The Alpine's loss is clearly the Shady Saloon's gain!
Peslikis, back in the solo groove, will play at the Shady
Lady Saloon Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. In Peslikis' words, you're invited to
"come party." You'll find Peslikis a most congenial and
entertaining host.!

three weekends in February. Cabaret will end its 1977-78 run
with "Le Cabaret Follies," which opens March 3 and plays
the following three weekends.
All Cabaret productions are held at the Holiday Inn, 1590 E.
Wooster SL
The first on-campus show of winter quarter will be "Luv,"
a Second Season offering directed by Linda Koenig. It plays
Jan. 19-21 in Joe E. Brown Theatre.
"The Rivals" opens the Main Season the following
weekend in the Main Auditorium. It is an elaborate period
play circa 1975, and features many actors not seen before on
the University stage.

Preview By
Jim Flick

campus for the first time in several years the first weekend
in February when "Don Juan in Hell" comes to Joe E. Brown
Theatre. This play consists of one act from Shaw's famous
"Man and Superman."
Alex Marshall's directorial talents will grace the stage
again on Feb. 9-11 when Third World Theater's "Flight"
takes the stage. His directorial debut at the University in
"Monkey Don't Drink Hot Choc'lit" was one of fall quarter's
highlights.
"Small Craft Warnings" Feb. 16-18 in Joe E. Brown
Theatre will be only the second try at directing on Campus
for undergraduate Ed A. Magel, senior.
The quarter's second Main Season production will be "The
A GEORGE Bernard Shaw play will be produced on Visit," a reader's theater in the Main Auditorium Feb. 22-25.

There is variety in theater for winter quarter.
"We have a responsibility to balance our theater offerings," said Mildred C. Lintner, assistant professor of
speech. "We also have a responsibility to give the University
a chance to see the major playwrights performed and to
provide a broad variety of shows."
The University theater season opens Jan. 13 with "Godspell," this quarter's first offering of the Cabaret series. This
show, one of the most popular musicals ever, will be performed Friday and Saturday nights Jan. 13 throughFeb. 4.
THE MUSICAL "I Do, I Do" will follow, playing the last

Shades of Hitchcock and "A Clockwork Orange"

"Looking for Mr. Goodbar": Life in the fast lane
Diane Keaton, fresh from "Annie Hall,"
gives a powerful performance as a lonely,
unsure woman caught between two opposing
Seeing "Looking for Mr. Goodbar" is much' forces and lifestyles. She portrays Theresa
like peeking into someone's diary, you Dunn, a teacher of the deaf. By day, she
discover a lot about the person in question, works miracles; by night, she is an irressible
but after you finish you aren't quite sure what swinger surrounded by handsome studs
music and neon lights.
you've learned.
In this, bizarre, haunting movie, the mind is
KEATON'S character comes from a
twisted and warped until the line between
reality and dream becomes blurred.
stereotyped Irish Catholic family, with
Review By
Bob Roberts

Deficit, losses close Radio City Music Hall

NEW YORK (AP)-Radio
City Music Hall, that lavish
holdout from the vaudeville
era that showcased the highkicking Rockettes and the
family film, will bow to
changing times and tastes
this spring and shut its door.
Alton
G.
Marshall,
president of the parent
Rockefeller Center Inc., said
Thursday that the action was
forced by falling attendance
and a projected $3.5 million
deficit in 1978.
Patrons waiting on line for
the early show at the landmark in Rockefeller Center
lamented the move. Mayor
Edward I. Koch promised to
"do everything we can to see
how we can keep it open.''
BUT KOCH later talked to

Marshall, and emerged
saying that Marshall "had
no suggestions at the
moment" on how the city
could help keep the Great
Stage lit. Koch said Marshall
"was very pessimistic."
Marshall told a news
conference it had become
increasingly difficult to find
movies suitable for family
viewing-the staple fare at a
theater whose owners styled
it the Showplace of the
Nation.
"We try to make our
picture and show compatible. It's a little difficult
to play 'Deep Throat'
alongside 'The Nativity'" he
said-references to an Xrated movie and the Music
Hall's annual Christmas

Top 10 Hits
Here are the top singles and albums as listed in Billboard
magazine.
TOP SINGLES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

BABY COME BACK - Player
HOW DEEP IS YOUR LOVE - Bee Gees
HERE YOU COME AGAIN - Dolly Parton
YOUR'RE IN MY HEART -Rod Stewart
BACK IN LOVE AGAIN-LTD
TOPALBUMS

stage pageant.

The 6,000-seat theater
features both a stage show
with the Rockettes and a
first-run movie. Ticket
prices range from $3.25 to $5.
The theater has threatened
to close before, but economy
measures always managed
to save it for one more
season.
"It's the only theater in
New York City that's really
good," said Mary Kerich of
Astoria. Queens, who was
waiting for tickets with
relatives from Yugoslavia.
"It's a stage show you can't
see anyplace."
The Music Hall, erected as
a part of Rockefeller Center,
was conceived by S.L.
"Roxy" Rothafel as a
counterpart 'o the great
European music halls. It
opened on Dee. 27,1932, with
the world's biggest stage144 feet wide, 67 feet deep
and 60 feet high.
Headliners for the first
show included Martha
Graham, Ray Bolger, Jan
Peerce, the Wallendas,
Weber and Fields, Gertrude
Nieson, 108 ballerinas and 48

dancing "Roxyettes."
When other variety
theaters failed, the Music
Hall somehow survived.
Movies were added to the
format, the Roxyettes
became the Rockettes, and
young women throughout the
country
kept seeking
auditions.

Flickering television tubes
after World War II
foreshadowed a change in
entertainment habits, but it
was not until the late 1960's
that the Music Hall finally
felt the effects of TV and
other trends that had
already killed many lesser
theaters.

By Jim Flick
The University production
of "Three Penny Opera"
narrowly missed the final
round of regional competition, finishing seventh
while the top six advanced to
the decisive round in Dayton.
The competition, The
American College Theater
Festival, was sponsored by
the American Theater
Association in conjunction
with the Standard Oil Co.
The winning production will
travel to Washington, D.C. to
perform.
However, Richard A.
Groetzinger, teaching fellow
in speech, who played the
lead role of Mack the Knife
in the University show, was

asked to audition for the
prestigious National Acting
Competition this weekend in
Dayton.
Groetzinger will perform
"Song About How Soldiers
Pass the Lonely Hours"
from "Three Penny Opera"
with help from John G.
Galyean, teaching fellow in
speech, who played Tiger
Brown in the production.
Groetzinger also will do a
cutting from Shakespeare.
"Three Penny Opera's"
cast suffered the painful loss
of one of its members during
final dress rehearsal in
Dayton. Neal A. Seabert,
junior, the preacher and a
beggar in the show, fell into a
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3rd floor, Union

•OX OFFICI OPENS 11:45 P.M.
SHOWTIME 12:10 A.M.

BIS Sews

Must Have Car.

Despite the mistakes, "Looking for Mr.
Goodbar" is a strong, overpowering film that
must be seen at least twice to be fully understood and appreciated. If you liked "A
Clockwork Orange," you'll love this movie.

3TAMVM

800-362-1205

NO COVER

"Goodbar" does have its faults. It often
plods along, particularly in the middle.
Almost all the male characters are portrayed
as despicable, woman-hating egotists. The
biggest probem, though, is that often is hard
to differentiate between reality and Theresa's
daydreams.

15-foot deep liftshaft while
trying to make his stage
entrance from the unlit
backstage area, breaking his
thigh and knee.
Theater-goers will miss
Seabert, a comic character
actor, while he is confined to
wheelchair for the next
month or two.

CALL TOLL FREF

THURS., FRI., SAT.

Sign up now in UAO office.

While all this is going on, Theresa is
regarded by her sisters and students as the
one decent, solid rock to which they can cling.

Licensed Gynecologist

LOCO WEED

No grades, just fun!

After leaving home and renting an apartment, Theresa gets a taste of life in the fast
lane. Her nights are filled with sex, booze,
pills, grass and cocaine. Her lovers range
from a straight-laced social worker (whom
Theresa's father admires and she hates), to a
crazy, homicidal stud, and finally a gay with
something to prove.

CLOSE TO OUR AREA
FINEST FACILITIES AND
MODERN TECHNIQUES

PRESENTS

Winter
Mini-Courses

The movie ends with a chilling climax one
would expect from an Alfred Hitchcock flick.
The fascinating film footage in this climax is
breathtaking, and the movie is that much
more powerful for it.

1-24 week pregnancy
terminated by

FOX'S DEN

************************

The struggle between the wholesome,
clean-living. God-fearing American ideal and
the erotic, Bohemian life-style is constant
throughout the movie. Viewers see Theresa
swing like a pendulum back and forth between the two ways of life.

$125

FLEETWOOD MAC-Rumours
ROD STEWART -Foot Loose & Fancy Free
EARTH, WIND & FIRE-AU'n'AU
ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA - Out Of The Blue
LINDA RONSTADT-Simple Dreams

9-2

EVENTUALLY, though, Theresa decides
that her career and reputation are at stake,
and flushes her drugs down the toilet She also
becomes choosier about her bed partners.
But, the changes don't come soon enough.

Theater production places seventh

Storting Rate

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

stubborn father playing a Celtic version of
Archie Bunker. It is against this disciplined
religious environment that Theresa Dunn
rebels, first with sexual daydreams and then
the fulfillment of those fantasies.

Apply at
106 University Hall.
(BG News Office)
Must Have Transportation.

Cancer is
often curable.
The fear
ofcanceris
often fatal.
If you're afraid of
cancer.. you're not alone.
But some people are so afraid
that they won't go to the
doctor when th°y suspect
something's wrong.
They're afraid the
doctor might "find something:' This kind of fear can
prevent them from discovering cancer in the early stages
when it is most often curable.
These people run the
risk of letting cancer scare
them to death.

3

f

American
Cancer
Society

The News is looking for an ambitious person to cover

$1.00 WITH l.D.
SUNDAY AT 7:30 & 10.00 P.M.

ROCKY
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women's sports this quarter. Applications are being
accepted today at the BG News office, 106 University Hall

I

Hockey, basketball lead weekend menu
Razor's edge
against Bucks
is the home ice
By Terr)- Goodman
Sports Editor

Bowling Green's sixth-ranked hockey team puts an eightgame home ice winning streak on the line this weekend by
entertaining improved Ohio State at the Ice Arena.
Tonight's game begins at 7:30 and tomorrow's matinee
contest begins at 2. A limited number of tickets for both
games are still available.
The Falcons, 12-5 this season and winners of 12 of their last
15 games, can take over first place in the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association iCCHAl with a pair of triumphs. If the
past is any indication of what might happen, the home-ice
victory string might very well rise to 10 straight.
BG LEADS the career series against the Buckeyes. 24-12,
but holds a whopping 14-5 edge at home. The Falcons are 10-6
in Columbus and 0-1 on neutral ice versus the Bucks.
"We've done well in the past, but their program was down
then," Falcon Coach Ron Mason said. "They started to come
back up last year (17-20-1 overall and 8-7-1 in the CCHA). I
think they're a contender this year. Especially against us.
because they really get up for us."
The Falcons and Buckeyes squared off six times last
season because the two played each other in the first-round of
the league playoffs. After splitting four previous games, BG
took the key post-season clashes 5-2 and 4-1 to advance and
eventually qualify among the NCAA's final five.
Mason has juggled his line combinations due to an injury to
Dave Easton i bruised kidney), that may keep him out of the
lineup this weekend.
TOM NEWTON will center for high-scoring John Markell
and Byron Shutt; Mike Hartman will be flanked by Steve
Dawe and Bruce Newton; John Allen will center for Andy
Crowther and Tim Alexander; Steve Murphy joins Paul
Titanic and Mark Wells; and Steve Douglass has changed
from defenseman to forward to team with Yves Pelland and
Tom Olsen.
Between the pipes. Wally Charko is scheduled to get
tonight's assignment, according to Mason, while Brian
Stankiewicz waits for his chance tomorrow.
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Lots ofswimmin'...
Men's
The Florida workout helped keep
the men swimmers in condition for the
home meet with Ohio University
tonight, according to head coach Tom
Stubbs.
The Falcon mentor said the 1213,000 meter a day workout "pays off
in the long haul" and Stubbs said he
thinks the team is prepared
"We can beat Ohio if we swim
well," Stubbs said, "and it should be a
pretty good meet."
But it won't be that easy for the
tankers. Breaststroker Steve Swanson
and diver Kurt Seibenick have been
sick and are just getting back to
practice.
"The first week is always a
shakedown." Stubbs said but added
the team is in better condition than it
was the first part of the year.

Women's
Coming back from its winter
workout in Florida, the women's swim
team hosts Youngstown University in
its first meet of the quarter tomorrow
at 6 p.m.
Coach Tom Stubbs claims that
Youngstown is a fairly inexperienced
and weak team which may come in
handy for the tankers. Co-captain Lee
Wallington will not be in attendance

as she is the national representative
for the association of Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women (AIAW).
Stubbs said it should be a good
experience for her although she may
not have gone if it was a more crucial
meet.
In a meet such as this more
swimmers will have the oppornity to
swim and some of the better team
members won't have to swim as many
events.
Freestyle
swimmer
Cathy
Bujourian has been sick this week and
may not be able to participate, Stubbs
said adding that there are others who
are able to fill in.

Synchronized
By BUI Paul
Staff Reporter
The
Falcons'
synchronized
swimming team will be "shooting for
a third-place finish" in tomorrow's
Bowling Green Invitational, according to second-year coach Jean
Campbell.
With last year's national champion
Ohio State and runnerup Michigan
entered in the six-team field, Campbell has set her sights on a thirdplace finish behind the two
powerhouses.

"That is about all we can hope for,"
she said candidly. "Our chances of
finishing ahead of either Ohio State or
Michigan are virtually non-existent.
We just can't compete with the size of
their scholarship programs.''
SHE DOES FEEL, however, that
the Falcons are capable of holding
their own against Western Michigan,
Miami and Mundelein College of
Chicago, the remaining teams in the
tournament.
Bowling Green placed third in the
Michigan Invitational on Dec. 3.
Western Michigan nipped the Falcons
for the second spot, while Michigan
finished first. Campbell's team will
have to out-place Western Michigan if
they hope to finish third on Saturday.
But unfortunately for the Falcons
that has been their last competition in
over a month and Campbell is
genuinely concerned about her team's
lack of practice.
"Sure it's got me worried," she
admitted. "We haven't had a meet
since early December and the bad
weather and winter break has cut
practices down to a minimum.
"I wish we could provide special
transportation for the team so we
could bring them back from vacation
early but we just can't do it. We have
had a lot of trouble scheduling
practices, but we will just have to do
the best we can."

Miami matmen pay visit tomorrow afternoon
By Tom Baumann
Assistant Sports Editor

The Redskins appear to be strongest in the lighter weight
classes, which is also the Falcons' strong point.
"I don't think anyone will be able to blow us away in the
lighter divisions," Coach Pete Riesen said before the Toledo
Open. "It's the heavier divisions that could possibly be a
problem."

While most students were home enjoying their Christmas
vacation, the Bowling Green wrestling team reamined here,
preparing for the opening of the Mid-American Conference
(MAC) season.
The Falcons host league-foe Miami tomorrow afternoon at
MAYBE NOW, he's more convinced of the strength of the
1:30 in Anderson Arena.
lightweights.

OFFICE OF
CONTINUING EDUCATION
Through its Non-Credit Program, the Office of Continuing Education at
Bowling Green State University offers courses of interest and value to individuals in the surrounding communities. These courses do not carry
university credit, but are designed for those who wish to develop new skills
or stimulate new interests.

FEE
7:0O9:0Op.m.
7:309:30pm.
7:309:30p.m.
7:30 9:30 p.m.
7.309:30p.m.

Mon.
Mon.
Tues.
Tues.
Thur.

$35.00
$3500
$35.00
$35.00
$3500

PURSUE A NEW INTEREST
Backgammon. Anyone?
Microwave Cooking
Patchwork Quilting
Theatre Workshop
Musical Americans
History and Criticism ol Film
Car Repair

7:309:30p m.
5 30 1 30p.m.
7:309:30p m.
7:309:30p.m.
7:309:30p.m.
6 309:30p.m.
6 309:30p.m.

Thur.
Thur
Wed.
Tues.
Wed
Wed.
Wed.

$35.00
$35.00
$35.00
13500
$30.00
130 00
$35.00

EXPLORE ANOTHER CULTURE
French Cooking I
7:30 10:00 p.m. Tues.
French Cooking II
7:30 10:00p.m. Thur.
Spanish I
7:309:30pm. Tues.
Spanish II
730 9:30p.m. Mon.
Conversational French II
7:30-9.30p.m. Tues.
INCREASE SELF AWARENESS
Exploring Parapsychology
7:30930p.m. Thur.
SingleAgain
7:309:30pm. Tues.
Sell Awareness
730930pm. Mon.

TAKEDOWNS- In addition to the new head coach, the
Falcons have a new assistant this year, Bryan "Corky"
Smith. Smith won four letters at Heidelberg under Riesen
and qualified for nationals three times.

TITLE

DEVELOP SKILLS
Personal income Tax
Beginning Typing
Intermediate Shorthand
Rapid Reading
Creative Writing

$3500
$35.00
$3500
$35.00
$35.00

ACHIEVE BODY AWARENESS
Beginning Yoga
Continuing Yoga
Modern Ballet
Beginning Belly Dancing
Exer Dancing
Beginning Karate
Intermediate Karate
Advanced Karate

7:008:3Op.m. Tues.
8:30 10:00 p.m. Tues.
7:309:30p.m. Thur.
7:309:30p.m. Mon.
7:309:30p.m. Wed.
6:00 7:30 p.m. M. & Th
6:007:30p m. M 8. Th
7:309:30pm M 8. Th

Perhaps the biggest surprize was the excellent showing of
Clark. Wrestling at 177 last year, he stepped in to take second
place in what was one of the weakest divisions for Bowling
Green this season.
The Toledo Open also had other benefits for the Falcons.
"Last year, after coming back from break, they didn't look
too good on the mat," Riesen said. "They were slow and
making all sorts of mistakes. Wrestling during break tried to
solve any mistakes."
The Falcons and Redskins are two very evenly matched
teams. Last year in the MAC championships, BG finished two
points ahead of Miami in the final standings. In last year's
duel match, the Redskins downed BG, 23-11 at Miami.

Non-Credit Course Offerings-Winter-1978
TITLE

At the Toledo Open, Jay Liles captured a first place at 118
and Danny Stokes tooks honors at 150. Tom Mitchell, Dave
Iberra and Bob Clark each took second place in their
divisions en route to a third-place finish by the Falcons in the
tourney.

$25.00
$25.00
$35 00
$35.00
$35.00
$30 00
$30 00
$35.00

CULTIVATE ARTISTIC TALENTS
The Art of Stained Glass
6:30-9:30 p.m. Wed.
Drawing andOther Explorations 7:30-10:00 p.m. Wed.

$35.00
$35.00

Fabric Flower Making
Painting
IntermediateWatercolor
Introductions Vocal Techniques
Individual Voice and Piano

7:309:30pm. Tues.
730 10:00 p.m. Tues
7:309:30p.m. Thur.
Tobe arranged
To be arranged

$35.00
$35.00
$35.00
$37.00
$40.00

INVEST IN YOUR CAREER
Real Estate Principles and Prac
Real Estate Law
Conversational Sign Language

6:309:30pm. Tues
6:309:30p.m. Thur.
7:009:00pm Wed.

$50.00
$50.00
$30.00

By Steve Sadler
Assistant Sports Editor
After a successful preseason, the women's gymnastic team
will get a stern test Saturday as they host Ohio State in the
North Gym at 1 p.m.

LAST CHANCE!
lessons through the
PER department, for
winter quarter.

Most Classes Begin Week of January 9, 1978
Registration may be completed by mail using the form below, by telephone (372 0181) or in person at the
Office ot Continuing Education, Room 238 of the Administration Building. Since enrollment in several of
the courses will be limited, early registration is recommended to avoid disappointment. Registrations
will be accepted until January 13. The instructional fee is payable at the time of registration and the right
is reserved to reschedule or cancel programs should enrollment dictate the need.
There is a $5 registration fee that is not refundable. Notification to Office of Continuing Education of a
class drop before classes start will result in full refund less 15. after first class only 50 percent will be
refunded and after second class meeting norefundswillbemade.

MAIL ENROLLMENT FORM

Enclosed is my check to cover instructional fees.
I am enclosing an additional $1 for a temporary parking permit.
Bill me.

_FK_L_

COURSE.
NAME
I Please Print)
ADDRESS_
CITY
PHONE (f-me
CAR MODEL

..l°"'Ce)
YEAR

SOCIALSECURITYNO.
LIC. NO.
STATE

Make checks or money orders payable to Bowling Green State University. SEND REGISTRATIONS TO: Director of Non-Credit
Courses, 23* Administration Building, Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio 43403.

By Steve Sadler
Assistant Sports Editor
John Weinert walked from the tunnel that leads to the
Anderson Arena floor and when he got there he threw up his
arms and said, "what's this place?"
Home sweet home never meant more to the Bowling Green
head basketball coach and his players as they took the court
for practice Saturday night's game with arch-rival Toledo In
Anderson Arena at 8 p.m.
"It was a long road trip," Weinert said of the trip which
saw the Falcons drop seven straight games "It's not fair for
the kids."
Despite a slumbering start which finds the Falcons standing at just 2-8, Weinert remains optomistic.
"I'm proud of my kids," he said, "never once did they give '
up in any game, they gave a 100 percent to the man."
"I haven't chewed out any player after any game yet this
year," he continued. "Everybody we've played has been a
veteran team and we are a very, very, very young team.
We're starting four players who didn't play together last
year.
Saturday's starting lineup will "insist of senior center Ron
Hammye, junior Art Cooke and freshman Emzer Shurelds at
forwards, and junior Duane Gray and freshman Joe Faine at
guards.

• • •

Women ploy in
home opener
ByBobRenoey
Assistant Sports Editor
It will take two good halves of basketball if the Bowling
Green women hope to win their home opener tomorrow at 5
p.m. against Toledo.
In their only contest this season the Ladybirds were
trounced by Detroit, 72-51. The game was decided in the first
half when the Falcons fell behind 40-19, but a second-half
rally made the outcome respectable.
"We didn't play well at all in the first half," Coach Nora
Liu said. "We didn't have Bobbi Little (last year's leading
scorer and rebounder) because of personal reasons, so I had
to try a lot of different combinations with some of the new
players.
"HOWEVER, I was pleased with our play in the second
half. We played good defense and offense."
Senior guard Jenny Gill led the scoring with 13 points,
followed by freshman center Kristi Gordon, who made her
collegiate debut a success by chipping in 12.
The Falcon attack will be bolstered by the return of Little,
who averaged 13.7 points and 11.2 rebounds last season.
I.rtterman Charissa Urbano and Little will handle the
forward positions, while Liu has named Gordon and Gill as
probable starters. The fifth position is still uncertain.
"WE SHOULDN'T have much trouble in beating Toledo,"
Liu said confidently. "Last year we beat them with our junior
varsity so we should do even better this time.''
BG posted a 6-7 mark last year, including a fourth-place
finish in the state. But Liu has set a team goal to be state
runner-up this season.
"I think that a second place finish in the state would be the
best we could do because Ohio State is just too strong," Liu
evaluated. "We should have a better record because we are
improved overall."

Gymnasts start season

to sign up for English Riding

$3500
$3500
$35.00

Cagers prefer
Anderson Arena
to foreign courts

Contact Sally Parent Room 202A j
Hayes Hall 372-0102

"Ohio State and Bowling Green have been fighting tooth
and nail for four years," head coach Charles Simpson said.
"They are a much improved team and it will be quite a
challenge for us."
This match opens the season for the gymnasts, after
recording a perfect 5-0 record in the preseason:
"Chery Vassel, Lori Brady, Carol Brunswick and Linda
I .cliiiuin are our four all-around people, they will be carrying
the load for us this weekend," he said. "They've been
working hard the last two weeks to prepare for this."
Ohio State won its only preseason match, and this is also
their first match of the season.

"•»

Meet a New Friend this Year!

THE
RUSSIAN
SQUIRREL
offering wicker, macrame, gifts
128 W. Wooster

352-0420

Classes are held in our large
indoor arena.
PLACE: River Hollow Farm
Perrysburg, Ohio
TIME: Monday, Tuesday, or
Thursday
1:00 - 3:00 P.M.
COST: $60.00 per quarter
You provide own transportation
or we can arrange ride with others
in your class.

THl
SH.PJ M»'

MIA*

AT HOWARD JOHNSON'S
PRESENTS
Michael Peslikis
at the piano

Thurs.-Sat. 9-1 thru Jan. 28
-come gee-come hear-come party-

